Meetings are held in Social & Behavioral Sciences Gateway (SBSG) Room 1331 on the campus of the University of California, Irvine. (SBSG is Building 214 on the campus map.) Entrance to Room 1331 is accessed from the exterior of the building along Pereira Drive. Parking is available in Lots 1 and 2 or in the Social Science Parking Structure.

Driving directions to Parking Lots 1 and 2:
From Campus Drive, enter UCI at West Peltason Drive.
Turn left onto Pereira Drive.
Continue past Aldrich Hall.
Enter Parking Lot 1 (left) or Parking Lot 2 (right).
Permit dispenser located at entrance to Lot 2.

Driving directions to Social Science Parking Structure:
From Campus Drive, enter parking structure at Stanford.
Purchase permit at dispenser.